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CAPITAL METRO AREA DISPUTIE RESOLUTION TEAM 


PO BOX 15310 


LAUREL MD 2072~-1530 


(301) 617-0176 - 0FFICE 


(301) 317-4521 FAX 


UNITEDSTIJTES 
POSTI.lL SERViCE 

STEP B DECISION 

STE.P---'iTEAM: DECISION: RESOLVE 
USPS GATS #: K11 N-4K-C14157679 

USPS REPRESENTATIVE GRIEVANT: Class Action 
JAMES C. GRADY BRANCH GRJ EVANCE #: 50-14-KB-16 

BRANCH: 3825 
NALC REPRESENTATIVE INSTALLATION: Rockville 

KEITH HOOKS DELIVERY UNIT: Main 

FINANCE NUMBER: 23-7884 

DISTRICT GBJEYlli9: STATE: Maryland 
CAPITAL INCIDENT DATE: 04/04/2014 

INFORMAL STEP A INITIATED: No Meeting 
FORMALSTEP A: FORMAL STEP A MEETI NG: 05/08/2014 

RECEIVED AT STEP B: 05/12/2014 
USPS REPRESENTATIVE STEP B DECISION DATE: 06/09/2014 

THERESA HUNT ISSUE CODE: 15.2000 : 1704000 : 41 .2000 

NALC SUBJECT CODE: 508998 
NALC REPRESENTATIVE ORIGINAL STEP B RECEIVED DATE: N/A 

ALTON R. BRANSON DATE SENT TO ASSISTING TEAM: NIA 

ISSUE; Did Management violate, but not limited to, Articles 15, 17 and/or 41 of the National Agreement, to 
include previous Step B Decisions and/or numerous grievance resolutions regarding the Rockville Union 
Time Policy, when on April 4, 2014, they denied the Shop Steward Union Time 'on the clock' and failed to 
contact the Postmaster / NALC Branch 3825 President, and if so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

DECISION: The Dispute Resolution Team has RESOLVED this grievance. Based on the documentation 
contained in the case file, the Team has determined that Management violated the National Agreement as 
well as numerous grievance resolutions when Management failed to comply with the 'Rockville Union 
Time Policy'. Management is first directed to adhere to the Rockville Union Time Policy, in order to 
preclude future similar violations. 

Furthermore, the Team finds it appropriate to grant NALC Branch 3825, a lump sum payment of $700.00 
for the continued violations of the aforementioned Articles of the National Agreement inclusive of the 
Rockville Union Time Policy. This payment shall be completed no later than July 9, 2014. No other 
remedy granted. 

EXPLANATION; On April 4, 2014, Shop Steward Bruer submitted a Union Time request for fifteen (15) 
hours of time 'on the clock' for grievance proceSSing. No TACS documentation was included in this case 
file, however, Management in their contentions does not dispute the Union assertion that no Union time 
was provided beyond the time used to com plete the RUT. 

The Union alleges Management violated the established, longstanding policy that Union Time in the 
Rockville Installation would be granted as follows: 

Any shop steward will clock on and immediately complete a Union Time Request sheet and present this to their 
supervisor who will sign it and give a copy to the shop steward(s) immediately, The shop steward(s) will stay on Union 
time until they are completed with their duties. Management can terminate the Union time, but must call the Rockville 
Postmaster, or designee, who will call the Rockville Union President, or designee, and a mutually agreeable time will 
be worked out consistent with the spirit and intent of good-faith bargaining. 

The NALC Branch President Ken Lerch provides a statement that on April 4, 2014, he was not contacted 
by Management regarding the Union Time request of the Shop Steward, as required in the Rockville 
Union Time Policy. 
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The file contains 1,000 +/- pages of Informal and Formal Step A resolutions, as weI! as Step B Decisions 
affirming this policy is in effect. 

The Union advanced this grievance to Step B of the Dispute Resolution Process (DRP), with mutually 
agreed to extensions, where it was received at the Capital Metro DRT office on May 12, 2014. 

The Union made the following advancements, assertions, and contentions: 

);> Management has again violated the provisions of Article 15.2 as it relates to precedent setting 
Step B decisions. 

);> On April 4, 2014, Shop Steward Bruer submitted a request for 15 hours of Union time which was 
not granted. 

);> The only time received was to submit his request for Union time which violated the Rockville 
Union Time Policy (RUTP). 

);> The Union time on the T ACS report was for POls. 
);> Management denied the request and the Postmaster or his designee failed to call the Branch 

3825's President, Ken Lerch. 
);> Ken Lerch was not notified the Union time request had been denied. 
Y They include 1,000+/- pages of Formal Step A Settlements, precedent-setting Step B Decisions 

and Pre-Arbitration agreements supporting the established Rockville Union Time Policy. 
);> The Postmaster has a total disregard for the RUTP and all of the prior settlement agreements 

presented by the Union in this case. 
Y The requested remedy is not punitive. 
y The Union wants Management to comply with the RUTP in an effort to avoid more grievances. 
y They state that when Management needs to terminate Union Time all they have to do is call the 

Postmaster, who will in turn call the Branch President to set up a mutually agreeable time 
consistent with the spirit and intent of good faith bargaining. 

);> 	 Management has failed to comply with hundreds of grievance resolutions and precedent setting 
Step B decisions concerning the RUTP which has risen to a level of an egregious violation of the 
National Agreement. 

);> The requested remedy is just. 

);> They seek an escalating remedy of $1000.00 payable to NALC Branch 3825. 

y The Union has been forced to grieve an issue that's been decided on hundreds of times which 


should result in a compensatory remedy to the branch to emphasize the commitment of the 
parties to contract compliance. 

);> They reference several Arbitration awards and the March 7, 2014 Pre-Arbitration settlement for 
the previous 179 RUTP violation grievances. 

);> The Union has not made a remedy request for administrative cost. 
);> The requested remedy is being sought for contract compliance for the ongoing deliberate and 

egregious violations of the RUTP. 

Management made the following advancements, assertions, and contentions: 

);> No violation of the National Agreement occurred in this instance. 

y They elaborate on the provisions of the RUTP. 

y The Supervisor was not aware that Mr. Lerch was not aware that Union time wasn't given to the 


shop Steward. 

);> The remedy requested by the Union is inappropriate. 

);> The Union is requesting $750.00 for administrative costs. 


The file supports that the Rockville Installation policy with regard to Union Time 'on-the-c1ock' was 
mutually agreed to by the parties 

Management does have a right under Article 3 to schedule and terminate time requests for Union officials; 
however it must be done in accordance with the Rockville Union Time Policy which is encompassed by 
Article 15. The relevant provision reads: 

Article 3 
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The Postal Service's "exclusive rights" under Article 3 are basically the same as its statutory rights under 
the Postal Reorganization Act, 39 US.c. Section 1001(e). While postal management has the right to 
"manage" the Postal Service, it must act in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, contract 
provisions, arbitration awards, letters of agreement, and memoranda. Conseguentlv, many of the 
management rights enumerated in Article 3 are limited bv negotiated contract provisions. For 
example, the Postal Service's Article 3 right to "suspend, demote, discharge, or take other disciplinary 
action against" employees is subject to the proVisions of Articles 15 and 16. (Emphasis Added) 

Article 15 
A Step B decision establishes precedent only in the installation from which the grievance arose. For 
this purpose, precedent means that the decision is relied upon in dealing with subsequent similar 
cases to avoid the repetition of disputes on similar issues that have been previouslv decided in 
.that installation. (Emphasis Added) 

Therefore, as applied to the Rockville Union Time Policy which has been set forth in numerous DRP 
letters of agreement and precedent setting Step B Decisions, .:..:....:....:.:..:.:::~=:..:..:..::.=-::~::..:..:....-=..:...:..::..=..:...;;;I..:.:..'-=-J..-=.:..:==-'-'-, 
Management must act in accordance with that policy. 

There is no evidence to show that the President of NALC Branch 3825 was contacted on April 4, 2014, 
when they determined no Union Time could be afforded on the cited date. Based on these findings, the 
Team finds a violation of the National Agreement occurred in this instance. 

The task then becomes that of an appropriate remedy. The Union advanced that due to the ongoing 
history of Management failing adhere to the Rockville Union Time Policy, and given the long history of 
previous similar violations, a compensatory remedy is in order. 

The case file supported that there exists long documented history of similar violations in the Rockville 
Installation. Previous Formal Step A Resolutions ancj Step B Decisions, as recent as September 2013, 
granted a $550.00 lump sum payment to NALC Branch 3825. Therefore, the Team finds, in this instance, 
due to the continuous violations of the aforementioned Articles of the National Agreement, inclusive of the 
Rockville Union Time Policy, that it is appropriate to award a compensatory lump sum payment of 
$700.00. 

This joint determination is outlined in the DECISION above. 

Case File Inventories: 
PS Form 8190 1 page 
Union's Additions and Corrections-2 pages 
Management Contentions-1 page 
Union Contentions- 5 pages 
Copy of the Union Time Request for March 27, 2014- 1 page 
Ken Lerch's Statement- 1 page 
March 7, 2014 NALC-USPS Grievance-Arbitration Settlement- 1 page. 
Listing of the 179 grievances settled by the March 7, 2014 agreement-2 pages 
Letter to Area VP- 2 pages 
Extension ' pages 
Fax pages 
Supporting Documentation 1,000 +/- pages 
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Grady 
NALC Step B Representative 

USPS GATS #: K11 N4K-C 14157679 

epresentative 

cc: 

District Manager 
National Business Agent 
Capital Metro Labor Relations 
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